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Kirby
WOVEN COLLECTiON
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The Kirby Collection showcases our stunning new woven 
pieces where texture is added to already outstanding 
leathers. A unique embossing process imparts a deep 
woven texture to our purple calf leather, which, when 
trimmed with our delicious bright raspberry full-
grain leather, makes this irresistible combination.

Puxley Pouch in two sizes £85 and £99, Quinton Satchel £285, Alice Tote (small) £169 Explorer (small) £399, Explorer (medium) £485



THE 

Tilbrook
CollECTioN
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Tilbrook takes urban chic to the soft forms that 
Tusting is all about. In cool and masculine colours 
to complement a more metropolitan lifestyle and 
crafted from our wonderfully supple and glossy 
Atlantic leathers, these are heirlooms in waiting.

Wymington £390Clipper £375

Weekenders (small £499, medium £599 and large £699)Expedition Washbag £135



THE 

TurvEy
COLLECTION
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Turvey takes its name from our neighbouring village which 
also provided the stunning backdrop for the photographs 
in this brochure. Uplifting but very wearable, our deep 
pink raspberry leather is teamed with a little slate-grey 
here and there for a cooling accent and touch of formality.

Goodie Pouch £85, Fold Purse £125

Encounter Holdall £490

Kimbolton Classic Tote £315, Kimbolton Mini £285 Kimbolton Classic Tote £315, Kimbolton Mini £285



As a family, we have been in the leather business 
for getting on for 150 years, so we bring you a 

wealth of expertise in choosing and working with 
the right leathers for our products – which become 

your bags. We aim simply to give you a piece to 
cherish for a long, long time and maybe even hand 
on to the next generation – our bags, unlike most 

of us mere mortals, actually improve with age!

In this brochure, we bring you our new collections, 
together with highlights of our extensive range of 

Tusting classics. There is a great deal more to show 
you, and for that we invite you to visit our website

www.tusting.co.uk
for a good look around and heaps of background 

information. Shopping from our website is a 
breeze but we're always happy to talk – just call 

us on 01234 712266 and we'll help you choose 
your perfect bag. In-stock items are shipped 
for next-day delivery and items not in stock 
are usually made for you within three weeks.
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The baby sister of our iconic Kimbolton Tote, the Mini fits perfectly 
over your shoulder and hides a capacious interior. A great day-bag.

THE MINI

KIMBolToN

Available in four colours, £285 18



our signature work tote, this really popular bag is a small briefcase, 
a large handbag, but above all, a seriously chic companion.

THE ClASSIC

KIMBolToN

Available in seven colours, £31519
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This is the big one – extra width, a secure centre (big) 
laptop compartment and a plethora of other spaces. You 

don't even need to zip it shut when it's time to go.

GrAFToNThe

Available in three colours, £55523



retro and modern. our Quinton is the quintessential 
ladies’ satchel. Just incredibly cute.

QUINToNThe

In two stunning woven leathers, £285 26



The original country-style satchel, there are some very old 
Tusting Clippers around the world, still hard at work and very 

much loved. This bag takes a big load and goes anywhere.

ClIPPErThe

In five colours, £37527



Everyone's favourite lightweight tote is elegant yet 
workmanlike. It tidies away your stuff like a true friend 

and pops on your shoulder to make it easy to carry.

AlICEThe

In six lovely smooth and two bright woven leathers, Alice (small) £169, Alice (large) £199 30



A classic roll-bag shape with adjustable handles. Gorgeous.
BEATrIxThe

Available in four colours, £28531



Contemporary, flexible, workmanlike and comfortable, the Messenger has 
pared down styling for the ultimate shoulder bag. (It is also the current 

favourite and round-the-world companion of our William Tusting!)

MESSENGErThe

In three colours and two sizes, Messenger (small) £290, Messenger (large) £330 34



our original and famous travel holdall is the quintessential 
weekend bag which looks fabulous when new and better with 
every weekend you use it. The Weekender takes on two very 

different characters in all leather, or in canvas with leather trim.

WEEKENDErThe

In four colours and three sizes from £39935



The Explorer is our multi-purpose, wide-opening holdall. It takes 
a big load, opens out like a box and folds shut like a parcel.

ExPlorErThe

In all leather or canvas with leather trim, four colours and three sizes, from £230 38



THE

loVElY lITTlE
THINGS

Whether you are looking for a little treat for yourself, or a great gift 
for another, here is a selection of our little leather things. They come 
in lots of colours and some can be embossed with initials for a really 

personal touch. Please visit our website to see the whole range. 

iSlip iPad & iPhone cases from £75

EcoTote – our lovely leather answer to the 'bag for life'. In six colours. £85

Fold purse – we have a wide range 
of wallets and purses from £75

Puxley Pouch – super versatile pouch or 
fashionable clutch with detachable wrist 

strap – in two sizes from £85

Excursion Washbag – capacious and great looking, lined in waterproof 
nylon twill from £89

iFolio – padded throughout to take care of your notebook computer and 
incorporates a special interior pocket for your iPad, Kindle or tablet. £240



www.tusting.co.uk
+44 (0) 1234 712266

The Tannery Warehouse
olney road 

lavendon, olNEY 
Buckinghamshire 

MK46 4EU
United Kingdom

We would like to thank 

the Hanbury family for the use of their stunning Turvey 
House as the wonderful back drop to our photo shoot, 

the lovely Ye Three Fyshes pub in Turvey village for 
sheltering us from some very British weather and the 

British paper manfacturer GF Smith on whose beautiful 
Colourplan and Zen papers this brochure is printed.  



BEAUTIFUL ENGLAND
SINCE 1875


